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31 Languages, Scripts, and the Uses of W riting among the N abataeans 

M.C.A. MACDO NA LD 

SOMf:TIME IN THE MID-SIXTH CENTU RY AD, an 
Alexandrian merchant, known to history as Cosmas 
Indicopleustes. was traveling through the Sinai Penin

... -ben he noticed that many of the rocks were covered 
writing, in a script wh ich he took tO be Hebrew (fig 16)1 

inscriptions excited Ius curiosity, and after copying 
and having chern "n'dnslated"-alas rather inaccu-

• ~he decided that they must be graffiti carved by the 
n of Israel during their forry years in the Wilderness. 

this, he reasoned that the script must be the God-g iven 
"21 alphabet in which the Israelites had received the Ten 

dments on Mount Sinai and from which, he 
t. all other :olphabcts were derived. l-Ie would have 

surprised to learn that these inscriptions were in fact no 
than three or four cenruries old when he saw them and 

their authors were not the Israelites of the Exodus but, 

period. However, unlike many later writers, he was at 
correcr in identifYing the texts as graffici. 

Although innumerable travelers and pilgrims in the Sinai 
have noticed these inscripdons in subsequent centuries, 

._ more than a thousand years before they are mentioned 
in surviving records, this time in the work.1 of seven

emory European travelers. From then on, there were 
speculations as to who had written them and what 

might say but, though many copies were published, the 
remain/ undeciphered and unidentified. 

k "'"25 only in 18t8 that the English traveler W. J. Bankes 
me fim copy of an inscription at Petra, in southern Jor

W!th great perceptiveness, he immediately connected the 
of this beautiful monumental text (fig. 17) with that of 

mogbl)· pecked graffiti in the Sinai (fig. 16) which he had 

seen and copied three years earlier, and suggested that both 
were the work of the N abatacans' 

Unfortunately, Banke1 never published his copy of the 
Perra inscription nor his speculations about ir and so it was 
not until 1840 that the connection between the Nabaraeans 
and the graffiti in the Sinai was finally suggested in print.3 

This was the work of the brilliant young German scholar 
E. E. F. Beer, who produced a virtually complete decipher
ment of the script and an extraordinarily accurate analysis of 
the content and background of the texts. To the shame of the 
scholarly community of his day, "he died of starvation and 
neglcct,jusr as I his monograph] had acquired celebriry 
enough to procure him aid too late."' 

It was not until cwenry years later that M.A. Levy, follow
ing the publication of new texts, was able to show palaeo
graphical connectio ns between the script of the graffiti in the 
Sinai, and the scripts used in texts at Perra and the Aramaic 
inscriptions of the Hauran (southern Syria)5 T hen, in the 
r88os, Charles Doughty returned from a journey in north
west Arabia with many copies of inscriptions, some of wluch 
were immediately recognized as being in a script similar to 
those which were by this dtne known as "Nabatacan."6 

Since then, aln1ost 6,000 texts on stone in sim ilar scripts 

have been found in Arabia, jordan, and Syria, as well as in the 
Negev, in the Sinai, in Egypt( and as f.1r a'vay as the Greek 
islands and southern Italy.s In addition, several papyri bearing 
Nabataean writing by both scribes and non-scribes, have 
been found in caves near the Dead Sea• Finally, a few frag
ments of plaster bearing writing in ink or paint have been 
excavated , IO as well as a handful of informal texts written in 
ink on potsherds or pebbles" 

Unfortunately, this large body of writing represents a very 
narrow range of content. For example, we have no Nabataean 
literary, philosoplucal, or scholarly texts; no codes of laws. reli
gious Unorgies or scriptures, no lll5torical annals, administrative 
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17. The ·nscription on the Turkm.1niyah Tomb, Pttra, thought to be mrd·first 
ttntury .tD. S.. fig. 38.5. 

18. The earliest inSCtiption so far found m Pttra. A ded•c:auon by Aslab son of 
Asla~. dated to the first year of Obodat l, c. 96/95 ec. See fig. 38 •· 

19. A fragment of a l'labataean inscr ption from Pttra dated to year 18 of 
Arttas rv [. 10 AD) commemorating the ronstruction of buildongs at Pttra by a 
command<r of cavalry "for the life of" King Aretas, his queen, Hagaru. and 
their children. Department of Antiquities, Amman, Jordan. 

20. Signature ("May Aslab be safe and sound") carved on a rock-fact on the 
route between the Oeir plateau and the small High Place at Jabal OarOn. Pttra 
(cf. Lind nee 1986. 98 and 100). 



arrhi,·e,, business letter> or accountS; and most of what we 
know of the hi~cory, way-of-life. and commercial activities of 
the Nabaraean< comes. not fi·om their own writings bm li'Om 
relati,·cly brief description> by Greek and Roman authors. 

The labei''Nab.araean" is nowadays applied co a number 
ot related forms of the Aramaic script. found in rcxu ' prcad 
0\l:r a wide a reo of the Near East and beyond. It is conven
:cm to use this bbel bur It is import:tm to remember two 
dungs. Fi~rly, these v.metics of the Aramaic script ha'e been 
;rouped together ond called "Nabat:tcan" by modern schol
•"· and we do not know whether those who used them in 
antiquity would have seen the same connections between 
them. or whether they called all. or any, of them '·NabJtaean." 

Secondly. we ,hould not assume that all those who wrote 
or commi-,,ioned a text in what we call the ''Nabatacan lan ... 
g:tJJge and 'cript" thought of themseh'es as ethnically or polit
~e.>lly ··Nabataean:· any more rhan someone who writes in 
the ilngua!-.'<' \\e an ··Engli•h .. i< necessarily " Engli,h" by 
nanon.thty. Thi' j, nndlv allu<trated in <~-.:ral of the plJWtl 
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21-22. Scrpts US<d by somt of tht Nabaraans' n<:•ghbots. 

21. A Hisma·c inscription from tl'lt Wad Ramm arci, with a prayer to Dilsnara 
·o Oushara.(grant) good fortunt to 'A1ad- (S« Kong t 990, no. KJC 405.) 

22. A Safaitic inscription by a Nabatatan. "By Murfim son of Ar'J-Manawat 
son of Abgar son of 'A'til, the Nabaraean· (Stt Macdonald, AI Mu'azzin, and 
Nthme 1996, 444·449, no. B !1. 

just mentioned. where some member. of,, Jcwi<h community 
in the Nabataean kingdom wrote in Nabatac:m and o thers in 
Jewish Palestinian Aramaic. Conversely. there i< "" inscription 
in th~ Palmyrene language and script, commi<sioned by a 
man who specifics that he wa> a Nabatacan but who hap
pened to be working in the area of l'almyl'a. ll Other 

abat:teans. out in the desen ea\t of the Hauran, wrote graf
fiti in the language and script of the local nomads (fig. ~~ . 
Thus. when ~mcone wrote a document or commi~:~io:1ed m 
msCTiption, the language and scnpt they used would dep<"nd 
more on where they had been bmughr up. or where they 
happened to be ar rhc rime. than on their ethnic or poliric.>l 
affiliations. 

In view ofrhis, and ofrhc Get that th<•"Nabat:t~an" lan

guage and script were used. often cxrensivdy. in gcographtcal 
areas which did not form parr of the kingdom (e.g .. the Sinat 
and Egypt) and at periods after it cc.tscd to cxi,t (e.~ .. in rhe 
Haul'an. Arabia. and rhe Sinai). or '"<'11l' "i'e when discus<in; 
the in,CTiptions and thetr l.tnguage and -crtpr ro di<ring:.mh 
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bc:twccn, on the one band, the "Nab:u:aean culrural area" and, 
on the other, political entities such as "Nabataea" or the 
.. Nabataean kingdom." 

THE USES OF WRITING 

Social, po litical, and environmental conditions differed from 
rcb..jon to region of the Nabatacan cultural area and tlus is 
reflected in the ways in which wfiting was used in each. This 
means that Nabataean written documents do not form a 

coherent, homogeneous corpus and it is ntisleading to assume 
that a feature in a text from one area is typical of"Nabataean" 
as a whole. Like everything else, a document is much better 
understood when seeo within its context. In this chapter I 
shaU therefore describe not only the various types of 

Nabataean texts which have survived but examine what tltey 
can tell us about the usc of written languages in each region 
of the cultural area. 

Over 90 percent of the surviving Nabataean inscriptions 
are "signatures." These texts consist of the name of the author 
with usuaUy that of his father and sometimes a longer geneal

Ob'Y· Occasionally other members of his family (e.g., brothers, 
sons, daughters, etc.) are included. T ltis "signature" can appear 
alone but, more often, it is preceded, followed, or enclosed by 
conventional words of blessing such as 

Slm "may he be safe and sound;'" 

dkyr"may be be remembered:' 
bryk "may he be blessed," 

b-!b "in well-being," etc. 
Thus, for example, Slm N br N b-Ib" May N son of N be 

safe and sound in well-being." 
Petra In Petra, these signatures (fig. 20) make up approxi

mately 82 percent of the known written documents.•s In the 

past, they have been regarded simply as graffiti and disnussed 
as uninformative and oflittle interest. However, in an impor
tant study of the gcographjcal distributiun of the inscriptions 
in Petra, Lalla Nchme has recently pointed out that large 
numbers of the signamrcs are grouped at particular sites. 
Among these are five small sanctuaries, such as that of Obo

<hs the god at An-Nmeir, which alone has 132 of these texts, 
a.od other meeting places of the thiasoi, or "dining-clubs" 
associated with religious or funerary cults. These meeting 
places are only found in certain pans of Petra and arc usually 
associated with Strabo's statement that the Nabataeans "pre

pare common meals together in groups of thirteen persons, 
a.od have two sing ing-girls for each banquet." 16 These signa
tures, which arc rarely found elsewhere in Petra such as the 
great high-places of sacrifice or the city center, seem to have 
been intended to conunemorate the authors' participation in 

these ritual banquets. 11 

140 

Of the monumental inscriptions at Petra, the largest 
group is funerary, tl10ugh tlus represents surprisingly few texts 
given the large numbers of tombs there. Moreover, of these, 

only the Latin epitaph of the Roman governor, Sextius Flo
rentinus,•a and the Greek epitaph of a Roman soldier,•• were 

carved on the exterior of tombs and botl1 tltese date from after 
the Roman Annexation in 106 AD and so may reflect a prac
tice different from the local Nabataean one. These are also 

practically the only (rue epitaphs in Petra."'The only 
Nabataean text which could be caUed an epitaph reads 

this is the nifesh of Petraios son ofThreptos and he is honored 
because he had been at Raqmu (the Sen-titic name for l'ctra]. 
He died atjerash and his master,Taymu, buried him there.21 

A wfesh is a memorial which usually took tlte form of an 
elongated pyranud on a base which could be carved on the 
interior or exterior 'valls of a tomb, or could be engraved or 
carved in relief on a rock-face, as a simple memorial independ

ent of a tnmb.T he inscriptions on these usually say simply 
"nifesh of so-and-so." Other grave markers were engraved on 
the rock imide the tomb near the loculus where the body was 
placed, or on a stone used to close the loculus, or were painted 
on tlte plaster wluch covered the interior walls of the tomb. 
However, those found so far give no more than the name, 

patronym, and occasionally profe.">Sion or title of the deceased. 
In Hegra (modern Mada'in Salib). the Nabataean city in 

northwest Arabia, a number of tombs have inscriptions on the 
fa~ades. These are not epitaphs but copies o r summaries of 
the title deeds to the property (see below under H tgra). 
There is only one text of this type at Petra, the elegant five

line inscription on the fayade of the so-caUed Turkmaniyalt 
tomb (fig. 17).22 Although in some ways it is sinular in con
tent to tl1e Hegra texts, there arc significant differences, most 
notably that it does not mention the owner of the tomb 
(compare the Hegra tomb inscription quoted below). It has 
been suggested that the tomb was carved by a property devel

oper, possibly working on behalf of a temple or religious cor
poration, and that the names of the eventual owner and occu
pants were co be inserted in the original deeds, written on 
papyrus, wl-tich were probably lodged at a templc.23 

Scholars have long tried to explain why there are so few 
monumental inscriptions carved directly onto the fayades of 

tombs at Petra, but none of the explanations which have been 
proposed is particularly convincing. It should be remembered 
that the only Nabataean inscriptions on the exteriors of the 
tombs at Hegra or Petra are, without exception, deeds of real 
estate not epitaphs, grave- markers, or memorials. Hegra has yet 

to be comprehensively explored, but at Petra, the commonest 
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surviving commemoration of the dead is on a tuifesh memo

rial, while grave-markers in both Hcgra and Petra are found 

itc!ide the tombs near th e loculus, not on the exterio r. 

Thus, it may simply be that there was a d ifference in lc~;al 

practice between Hegra and Petra in this matter. It is possible 

that, at Petra, the deposition of a deed of ownership in a tem

ple was deemed sufficie nt protection for the own er(s) of the 

tomb and it was not felt necessary ro carve a " private prop
erty" notice on the monument itself. Or it may simply be that 

the Petrans were less litigious than the populatio n of Hegra. 
The Greek philosopher Athenodorus ofTarsus, w ho had lived 

in Petra, noted that it was o nly fore igners living there who ini

tiated law-suits " bo th w ith one another and with the natives. 

No ne of the natives p rosecuted o ne another, and they in every 
way kept p e.1ee with one ano ther."24 T lus, possibly idealized , 

view seems to reflect a general reluctance to go to law among 

the Petrans, which is in marked contrast to the impression pre

sented by the tomb inscriptions at H egra. 
Of the small number o f Nabaraean inscriptio ns of a reli

gious nature at Petra, most are simple dedications or identifi

cations of cult srarucs, baetyJsZS o r niches.l<; H owever, fragments 

of w hat appears to be a decree listing religious obligations 

and penalties, found in th e Temple of the Winged Lions at 

Petra, hint at a much more sophisticated usc of monumenral 

w ri ting in the service of tem ple and cult, though , alas, we 

have at present no oth er evidence for this.27 

In Petra, as in all parts of the Nabatacan realm, there are 

only a handlid of Nabat:acan honorific inscriptions, all of 

them referring to king:s211 This is in marked contrast tO 

Palmyra, fo r insrance, w here the g reat men of the c ity were 

regularly ho nored w ith smtucs o r busts. In Si ', roo, w hich was 
in an area of the Hauran that was nor under Nabaraean rule, 

statues were erected to public benefactors (see below). We can 

only guess at the reasons for this apparent ditference in prac

tice, bu t both Palmyra and Si' were f.1r more heavily H ell

etlized than Petra, w hile in Palmyra, at least, the key civic 

institutions were modeled on rhose of a Greek city. Interest

ingly, the situation in Petra seems to have changed in the 

period after the Roman annexation in 106 AD, when inscrip

tions in Greek and Latin honoring individuals begin to 

appear, albeit in very small numbers. 2? 

O n the present evidence, it seems that w ithin the 

Nabataean reahn, an d especially at Petra, a living individual 

could only be commemorated in an inscription, "obliquely" 

by staring that he had erected or dedicated a cult image or 

structure to a deity "for the life of'' the king, and o fte n other 

members of the royal family. This practice is documented 

fiom the earliest inscription so far found in Petra (fig. 18), 

wbicb reads 

This is the chamber and the cistern which A.$1a1) son of A$lab. 
made . .. for Oushara, the god of Man b tu (or Manbarii] ·'' foe 

the life of Obodat (1), king of Nabatf•, son of Arctas king of 

Nabatii, year 1 (?) 

and continues right up to the end of the first centu ry AD 

when an inscription was set up to "the god of[ ... )lu ... for 

the life of Rabbel [II)" and his f.1nlliy.l 1 An elegantly carved 

example, alas broke n, is illustrated in fig. 19. Apart from senti

ho norific dedications of this sort, there are very few Nabataean 

inscriptio ns at Pe tra w hich record the consrruction or cutting 

o ut of buildings, though one is the so-called Bah al-Siq 

Nabataean- Greek bilingual inscription wluch records that a 
certain 'Abd-Manku made the tomb for himself and his 
descendants in perpetuity.32 

Thus, as might be expected, Petra, the principal city of 

the Nabatacan realm, has examples of most types of inscrip

tio n, both public and private, but they have survived in mea

ger quantities. Whereas at Petra j ust under 1, 1 oo inscriptions 

in Nabaraean, Greek, and Latin have been discovered, of 

which 82 percent are simple signatures, at Palmyra, if o ne 

excludes the inscribed tesserae (small tokens), there are more 
than 2,100 inscriptions, in Palrnyrene, Greek, and Larin, of which 

the vase majority are public texts, such as official pronounce
ntents, honorific or conunemorarive inscriptions, and hardJy 
any are signatures. M oreover, while in Palmyra large numbers 

of inscriptions adorned the city center in Petra the equi,-a.Jem 

area has provided less than 1 percent of a much smaller total. 

Ind.ividual Nabatacan funerary inscriptio ns, dedications. 

and signatures have been found in o ther parts ofTransjor

dan.33 However, onJy in Wadi R.amrn is chere a concentration 
of Nabataean inscriptio ns of differe nt sorts. 

Ramm Southeast o f Petra the land continues tO rise until 

you come 10 the edge o f a great escarpment. From here, the 

land falls 3\vay several hundred meters to the Hisma descn 
from w hich multicolored m ountains stick up li ke islands in a 

sea of sand w hich stretches from southern Jo rdan down into 
northwest Saudi Arabia. In the Nabaraean period , this was 

home to tribes of camel-breeding nomads, some o f whom 

were in close contact with the Nabataeans since they ga\'e 

their children names such as Taym-'Obodat or 'Abd-l;l.aredla 
that is "servant" or "worshipper" of the Nabatacan kings 

Obodas an d Areras. T hese nomads were literate and I eli: thou
sands of graffiti on the rocks and clitf-faces of the region. n« 
in Nabataean but in a language and alphabet of their own 

called " H ismaic" (fig. 21), though a few were able to write 

their names in both scripts. 

T his region is one of the few places in the Nabataean 

cultural area where we can glimpse what must ha,·e been 211 
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23- 26. Nabataean handwriting. 
Compare the hands of txptntn<td 
SC1ibcs on plaster (23) and on 
papyrus (24l w'th thost of ttrate 
laymtn on papyrus (25) and on a 
ptbb~ (26}. 

23. Otd cation to tht goddess A!lat 
Wfltltn in mk on p'asttr ·n ~r tem
p e at Ramm. southtrn Jordan. 
Oattd to ytar 40+ (?)either of Are
tas IV l•lxtwttn 33 and 40 AD] or 
of the Roman Provinct of Arabia 
l•lxtwttn 146and 154AD).S.e 
fig. 38. 14. (S.. Savignac and Hors
fie d 1935. pl. X.) 

24. Part of a papyrus from Nabal 
l:ltvtt. P. Scorcky = P. Yodin 36, 
written in Nabataean, showing the 
s<ript of a professional scribe. Dated 
to year 20 (?) of Malichus II 
I• between 58 and 67 AD). (See Star
cky 1954. pl. land Yardeni 2001) 

25. Part of a papyrus from Nabat 
l!twr. P. Yodrn 22(130AO), show•ng 
(1) part of the Grttk text, (2) the 5-
~~~ v. tness statemtnt '" 
Nabataean. n the hand of a lotnate 
ayman w tn a kw•sh name (Yobana 
son of MathO<lthal Stt fig 3816, 
followtd by s-gnatures on Jewish 
Pabt•man Arama•c (3 and 5) and 
Greek (4). (See Lew.s. Yad n. and 
Greenf-eld) 1989, Pl. 27. 

26. A list of names wrttten in 
Nabataean •n ink on a pebble from 
Nessana in the fllegev. U(lybw br 
Mnotw 2. Mblmw br Bny 3 'bd'lg' 
br-h 4. Mwtnw br 'bd'bdt 5. Zyd'lb'ly 
br lhw 6. -- br 'lyw. (S.e Rosenthal 
1962. pl. XXXIV, 1). 
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almost universal phenomenon: the symbiosis and interaction 
of the Nabataeans with ne ighboring peoples using other lan

guages and scripts. The Hisma , whose mountains contain 

many springs, has been a fiworite route from Arabia to the 

Levant for millennia and so seems to have been a rather cos

mopolitan place in wh ich merchanrs, nomads, soldiers, and 

pilgrims traveled, mixed, and sometimes left graffiti. As well as 
thousands of Hismaic and tens of Nabataean inscriptions, 

tberc is a fragment in Lati n, and smaiJnumbcrs of texts in 
Greek, Minaic (from south Arabia), Dadanitic (from nortwesr 
Arabia), Thamudic B, C, and D (by nomads from central Ara

bia),>• and early Arabic, as well as thousands of rock drawings 

&om many periods. 

One of the valleys in this desert is w ;,di Ramm" w hich 

bas many springs, some of which were regarded as holy places 
in antiquity. One of these is today called Ain Sha!Jalah, and 

bere we find the signatures and prayers of worshippers of the 

goddess Allat, as well as the baetyls of several other deities 

CIJVed o n the sa me cliff-face and identified in accompanying 

inscriptions. At this sanctuary there was also a small building 
o n which was placed a dedicarion,36 presumably to Allat (the 

divine nan1e is lost), "who is at fram,""for the life of" rhc last 
N abatacan king, Rabbcl ll, and at least seven members of his 

f.omily,a type of text familiar from Perra. Interestingly, this is 

the only formal Nabataean inscription so far found in Ramm. 
In the shadow of jabal Ramm irself there was a temple to 

J\llat. Here a fragmentary dedication tO the goddess in 

Nabatal"an was written in ink on the plaster of the interior 
walls together with signatures in Greek and Nabataean (fig. 23).31 

A scone re-used in the building bears a graffito in the His

maic language and script by a man who took part in the con

Sbllction of the temple."' 
On the opposite side of Wadi Ramm, at a place today 

c:alJed Khashm judaydah, near the entrance to a small building 

which may have been another sanctuary of Allar, three signa

lUreS were carved into the rock, two by a kahiu (i.e., "sooth

gycr, divi ner") of the goddess, and the third by a certain 
J:Uyyan "in the presence of Allat the goddess who is at lram 

fOr ever."J9 

Ramm and irs environs seem therefore tO have been an 

are2 wbere the settled Nabataeans and their nomadic neigh

bon joined in the worship of Allar and probably in many 
other activities. It is important because it provides more cvi

droce tl1a11 any other region of the Nabataean cultural area 

b interaction between the Nabataeans and their neighbors, 
dJough it should be recognized that even here the evidence is 

""'Y meager. The inscriptions reveal the cosmopolitan atmos

phere of the area not only in the range of their lan!,'113gl'S and 

scripts but in their religious content. While only one Nabataean 

text mentioning Dushara has yet been found here, there are 

numerous prayers to him in Hismaic. The Nabataean baetyls 
and thei r inscriptions arc dedicated to deities from aU over 

the Nabatacan kingdom.Thus, besides Allar "who is at I ram,~ 

rhere is Allat "who is at llosra," ai-Kutba "who is at Ga\-a" 
(modern W.1di Musa, ourside Petra), al-'Uzza and the "lord of 

the temple;' whose worship is found throughout the 

Nabataean cultural area and beyond, and Baai-Shamin, the 
lord of Heaven, whose principal c ult-sites were in Syria. 

H egra and Arabia Hegra rivals Petta in the range, if not 

the number, of irs inscdptions.There are many more monu

mental texts than at Petra, but they are almost aU of one par

ticular type: legal documenrs proclaiming property righrs. The 

property in question is always one of the e laborately carved 
tombs cut into the rock-face that resemble those at Perra. 

Thus, although they are often known as "tomb inscriptions," 

it is important tO recogn ize that they are in no way epitaphs. 

An example may make this clear (fig. 27) . 

This is the tomb that Kamkam daughter ofW.1'ilat daughter of 

l~l::lraml1, and Kulayb:u her daughter. made for rhemselves and 

their descendants. [n the month ofTebec, rhc ninth year of 
l;larctat king of Nabatii, lover of his people. And may Oushara 

and his Motab, and Allat of•Amnad, and Manotf• and her 

Qaysha curse anyone who seUs this tomb or who buys it or 

gives it in pledge or makes a gift of it or removes from it body 

or limb or who buries in it anyone other than Kamkam and 

her daughter and their descendants. And whoever does not act 

according to what is wriuen above shall be Liable to Dushara 

and E JubaiU and co ManOtU in the sum of 5 shamads and to dtc 
priest for a fine of a thousand Hcg-ratitc scla~s, except that who

ever produces in his hand a document fron1 the hand of 

K::unkam or Kubybat her daughrer. regarding this comb. that 
document shall be valid. 40 

These texrs have many interesting features. Firstly, in con

trast to the situation at Petta, they are carved directly onto the 

fayades of the tombs, usually within a frame that is in relief 

(e.g., fig. 27). Secondly, when one examines them closely they 
arc often rather carelessly laid out, w ith lines running over 

onto the frame (e.g., the last line on fig. 27). In addition, the 

masons have very often added their signatures at the bottom 

of the text, on the bottom of the frame, or immediately u nder 

it (see fig. 27) . However, most of this is more or less invi<ible 
wid10ut binoculars since the inscriptions are usually posi

tioned too b.igh to be read with any ease from ground level. 

Given that they arc detailed and complex legal documents, 

one might have expected them to be placed in a position 
w here they could ea.ruy be read. As noted above, one inscrip-
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27. Arabia. The earliest dated inseription (I SC/ADI on the facade of a tomb at 
Hegra (H 16). Note that the last line of the text is carved on the bottom of the 
' rame and below it is the mason's signature. "Wahb-'allahi son of'Abd·'Obodat 
"'ade (it)." See fig. 38.6. (See Healey 1993, 154-1 62). 

tion refers to a copy of the text which was deposited in one 
of the temples" and it may be th:tt this was the version used 
for refcn:nce, while the one inscribed on the tomb was 
intended to have a mon: talisn1anic than practical fu nction. 

None of these texts mentions the achievements of the 
dead or displays any grief for him or her, for they were prob
ably carved before any of the prospective occupants of the 
tomb had d ied . Only in three cases does a second text, inside 
the tomb, refer 10 the deceased. From this it seems clear that 
tombs at Hegra were considered to be pieces of real estate 
that were either commissioned by a family, or carved by a 
de,-eJoper as a speculation. and could be purchased, trans
ferred by gift, leased, or mortgaged. There are even sections of 
clifi-on which no tomb has been carved, which seem to have 
been reserved by an individual'' 

T his situation is paralleled at the neighboring oasis of 
Dedan. twenty kilometers away. where inscriptions in the 
local language and script, Dadanitic, record the construction 
>nd taking possession of tombs-or sections of cliff- face 
preparatory to the carving o f tombs- using the same word 
t0r J.;;,mning ownership of a piece of real tSt:lte. ~~ul in 
~abataean. 'i!d in Dadanitic. '' 

T here arc no epitaphs at Hegra. T he emphasis is always 
on tombs as prt>perry, in rnarkcd contra'\t to thl! .;;imple stare-

mcnts that so-and-so made a tomb for himself and/ or 
anoth er, which are found occasionally at other places in Ara
bia,..., once in Pen<a~"5 and are fuirly conunon in the Hauran 
(see below). Only o ne inscriptio n at Hegra is of this sort." 
and that is iuside a tomb which has a property inscription on 
the f.,~ade. 

T here arc also some simple prayers, and a handful of ded
icatio ns and identifications of niches and baetyls, but the ,-ast 

majority of the Nabataean inscriptions ofl-legra arc prop
erty-inscriptions and signatures. 

Unfortunately, it is not yet possible to subject the inscrip
tions of Hegra to the same meticulous analysis that Nchme 
has provided for Perra, but preliminary indications suggest 
that the distribution of signatures in the two cities may well 
be similar. In addition, howeve•·, at Hegra, though interest
ing!)' not at Petra. we also have the signatures of some of the 
masons who carved th e g reat rock-cut tombs in the first cen
tury AD.4; One of these can be seen below rhe frame round 
the tomb inscription on fig. 27. 

T he N:1batacans were also established at other cemers in 
no rthwest Arabia, for instance at Dedan just south of Hegra, 
where many inscriptions have:: been found,48 and Dlnna 

(modern al-Jawf) where they seem ro have had a military 
presence.'• They also left large numbers of graffiti, mairtly sig
natures, on the rocks along the tracks between the various 
oases of the area.5" T hc most southerly Nabatacan inscription 
so r,,. found is no rtheast of Najran near the border between 
Saudi Arabia and Yemen.s• 

Hauran Of all the regions within the Nabataean cultural 
area, the Hauran is epigraphically the most complex. O ur 
knowledge of the chronological and geographical limits of 
Nabataea n rule there is very sketchy, but it seems ro have 
been at best intermittent and localized. At the same time, at 
least one "native" form of the Aramaic script seems to have 
been in usc in the 1-!auran in parallel with the Nabataean 
script from Petra (see below, under Script). 

Moreover, o nly about 180 inscriptions in the local and 
the Nabatacan versions of the Aramaic script have been pub
lished from the whole of the Hauran, with an unknown 
number of additional texts- probably little more than •oo
found bur still awaiting publication'' \Ve therefore have 
about the same number of Aramaic inscriptions from the 
whole regio11 of the Hauran as from the single city of Hegra. 
and this is only about a quarter of the total fi'Om Pe tra. 

T he inscriptions found in the Hauran are very diffcrcm 
in content and purpose from those of Perra and Arabia. 
Firstly. no groups of signatures have been found here. T his 
may partly be d ue to ropogr•phy, for in areas such as the 
Ha\ll'an. as also in the Negev, where buildings were con-
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mucted from blocks of stone rather than carved out of the 
rock, lists of members of tltiasoi, if they existed, were probably 
written on perishable materials which have not survived, such 
as plaster (as at Ramm), papyrus, o r wood. 

By contrast, it seems tO have been conunon in the Hau
ran for sculptors and JnaSOI'lS ro carve rheir names in promi
nent places on their work and rhere are a number of such sig
narures on reliefS and sections of arch itectural decoration, a 
practice which does not seem to be found at Petra, though 
the masons' signatures on the Hegra tomb inscriptions pro
,·ide a parallel. T hus, the base of a sculpture of an eagle bears 
the text carved in relief"this is the eagle which Rabbii son of 
f:lanipu, the mason, made.''lJ The pedestals of statues have the 
arrim' signatures along the bottom, while o n the arch of a 
niche another artist has signed his work in a crude tabula 
ausata, this time in Greek: "Tauelos son of Rabbos son o f 
Socheros made [it]."S• On the lintel of a mausoleum shown 
on fig. 28, rhe 1nason!s '"signatun/ ' is as prominent as the name 
of the deceased (see the translation below). 

Altho ugh in every case the signarure of the artisan is 
carved in a prominenr posirion on the object, with the 
exceptio n of the last, it is seldom an integral part of the com
position. Usually, it is squeezed imo an area of unused space 

28-29. Aramaic inscriptions from the Hauran. 

28. lintel, probably of a mausoleum, with an inscr'ption in Greek and Hauran 
Aramaic •for TaninO son of l:lann'el [is] the funerary monument. l:iUrU son of 
'Ubayshat (was) the mason." (Photograph of a squeeze. See Littmann 1914, 84, 
'1(). 105). 

29. Gravestones •.vtn the names of four membors of one family from Umm 
a .J -a ·n the Haural'l. The one 'h.th t~e rounded top commemorates a 
•<Y"<" See Lrr~a·.n 19 ' 4 52. nos. 60-63). 

or carved on rhe frame or base. and, to our eyes, oficn ntaf' 
the effect of the sculpture. This practice is comparable to dut 
of the masons who left their signatures o n or belo"' the wmb 
inscriprions at Hegra. but those would have been lc" ob,·ivu< 
fi·om g round leveL A closer parallel is with the funerary and 
rel igious sculptures at Palmyra, where rhc inscription, ginn; 
the name of the deceased or the dedicant arc again often 
squeezed into unused spaces between the figures in an appar
emly haphazard manner. 

These artisans' signawres and a handful of graffiti in the 
desert, 55 and very occasionally elsewhere, 56 seem to be the 
only texts of this type found so t:;r in the Hauran, in stark 
contrast with all other regio ns of the culrural area. 

Another distincrive feature is that a large proportion of 
the Nabataean and other Aramaic inscriptio ns in the Hauran 
are grave markers. The normal custom seems ro have been to 
set up simple gravestones with just the name of the dect"a<cd 

and his or her patronym (e.g., fig. 29). though there art" some 
more elaborate texts, occasionally on stelae, but more often 
on lintels, probably in tended for the doorways of stone-built 
mausolea (e.g., fig. 28) .57 How~vcr, even these 1:-nrer ~impl~ 
record the name of the occupant of the tomb and. some
rimes, who built it and/ or a date.s" Thus. for instance. the lin
tel from Si' mentioned above (fig. 28), which is in Greek and 
the local Aramaic script. rather than Nabatacan, reads: 

[Greek] The monument ofTanenos son of AnnCios 

lAramaic] For Taninii son oft;ann'el [is] the funerory 
monument [up/1 

I:IUni son of 'Ubayshat I was( the mason. 

As will be described below, the Hauran was a region in 
which several languages were used. Greek and Aramaic were 
the principal o nes spoken and written in the settled area<. but 
the nomads in the desert ea.« and southeast of the Hauran 
spoke, and at this period wrote, a differem language. using an 
Ancient North Arabian script that today is known as Saiamc 
(fig. 22). T he conract between these nomads and the popull
tion of the Hauran is symbolized by a handfid ofSafaitic
Greck and Safairic-Nabatacan bilingual inscription< and by J 

cave-tomb not far from the Roman fort at Oeir al-Kahf 

(northeastern Jordan). T here. a Nabataean inscription ""' 
carved around three of the four walls explaining that the 
tomb was built by Khulayf son of Aw~ht:• for him<elf and Ill
brothers, \\'hile on each sarcophagus the deceased'< name and 
patronym were wrinen in Safaitic. ,., 

Of all the regiom in the . ahatacan cultural ar<."J. thc
Haunm ha~ the la~:;;:e\t concentration of in-,cription~ recordm; 
the construction of <acred building" and the dedicanon oi 



altJ" ~nd ucred objects. They are found in Greek. Nabaucan. 

•nd Haur:1n Arama.ic and in some ca~es are bilingual. 
While, in Perra, the only traces of starues seem to have 

been those of kings, in those pnn> of the H auran outside 

:-;abaraean control, such as Si', statues of non-royal individual~ 

\\en: erected. Thus, the pedestal shown on fig. 3 1 bean the 

m\Cription 

I rhe year H of our lord l'luhp lrhe Tetrarch]. \Virrii son of 

UJrd Jnd Q>$iyii son ofShud.ly. and l;bnn'el son of M"'bak'd. 

nd .\luna' son of Garmu. made tlus pcdesul (?) of the >Utuc of 

(,.lli~ohli son ofBanatU.""' 

>,, mual in the Hauran, the mason has signed his wo•·k, 

s t•mc .•long the bottom of the object. 

31 

3G-JJ. Nabata(an and ocal Aramao< inscriptiors from the Hauran. 

JO. Nabata(an inSCf•pt>On on an a tar from Bossa. dat~ to '/(31 II of 
Malichus I I• 47 ecj.)CIS 2, no. 174. M..stt du louvre. A.O. 4990. 
3 1. Aramaic inSCfipt•on on the ~<SUI of a statue at ST', dat~ tO '/(3t 33 o' 
Philip the Tetrarch I• 29/30 AO).ILPNab 101, Suweidah Museum no. 158. 
32. Aramaic inscription from ~ebr!fn recording the construction of a gate"•• 
dat~ to year seven of the Roman emperor Oaudius (• 47 AD). (CIS 2, no. 17r 
Mus~ du Louvre, A.O. 4992). 
33. Nabataean inscrip~on from Salk/lad. dated to'/(ar 17 of MaiiChus II(• 57 "-• 
re<:ording the construct•on and repalt of the temple of Allat at Salkhad. (Co~
pare the script of th•s text w•th that of fig. 36). (OS 2. no. 182. Suwe•dah 
Museum no. 377~ 

Thus. t.he Ar:lmaic epigraphy of the Hauran consists 

almost cnrircly of formal. i.e., monumental, mscnptions~ the 
\'ery few simple signatures being mainly tho~e of arrisans 

"signing" their work. In th is it is in marked contrast with the 

rest of the Nabataean c ultural area, where signature' v:~srly 
outnumber formal texts. T he epigraphy of the llauran is abo 

unique in the range of subject matter and the v;mety of 
objects that bc:ar m~rapnons. Finally. it is one of only two 

regions where Nabauean coexisted in close proxunity to a 
different form of the Ar.amaic script. the other being the 

southern end of the Dead Sea, to wh ich we will turn next. 

Tire Sorrtlrem Orad Sea Vr!//ey In the late first and early 
1ccond centuriel A ll, Mn))oza ar the southem end of the 

Oead Sea. was a prospcrou1 1cttlement with large number> of 
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date palms. It was part of the Nabatacan kingdom until the 
annexatio n by Rome in 106 AD, after which it became part of 
the Roman Province of Arnbia.As well as the gentile popula
tion, it also had a thriving Jewish community, at least umil the 
Second Jewish Revolt (TJ2- TJ5 AD) led by Simon Bar 
Kokhba, when some of its members rook refuge in a cave in 
the Nai)al f:lever, on the western side of the Dead Sea. 
Among them were two women, one called Babatha and the 
other called Salome Komai"se. Each of them rook with her a 
bundle oflegal documents on papyrus relating to property 
and family matters,•• and others from the conummity proba
bly did rhe same. It seems that they died before they could 
return to their homes and the documents remained in the 
c.we until their discovery there in 196T. 

T he majority of these papyri were written in Greek, but 
some are in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic OPA] and o thers are 
in Nabat<lean (e.g., fig. 24) .62 A number of the Greek docu
ments also bear th e signatures and statements of witnesses in 
Greek and/ or Nabataean and/or JPA (e.g., fig. 25)6 ' 

As might be expected, legal documents written before 
d1e annexation were couched in Nabat<lean and those com
posed under Roman rule were generally written in Greek, 
tho ugh there is at least one exception to th is, P. Yadir~ no. 6, 

which apparently dates to 119 AD.64 The continued use of 
Nabataean in official documents more than ten years after the 
annexation is extretncly interesting. 

It is significant that in mosr of the papyri written in 
Nabataean the people involved, borh as principals and wit
nesses, are all Jews. Similarly, in dte signatures and statements 
of witnesses on many of the Greek papyri, some witnesses 
wrote in JPA and others in Nabatacan. Some of those who 
wrote in Nabamcan have Jewish names and are very closely 
involved with the Jewish family of Babatha.4S Thus the divi
sion does not seem to be betweenJews writing in JJ>A and 
gentiles using Nabataean. Members of the Jewish community 
in the same village appear tO have used both, and this suggests 
that, while some were locals and wrote in the Nabataean 
dialect of Aramaic and the Nabataean form of the Aramaic 
script,64 others may have moved to the N abatacan kingdom 
relatively recently (perhaps after the Roma11s crushed the First 
Jewish Revolt in 70 AD) bringing with them the dialect and 
form of the Aramaic script used in Judaea (i.e., JPA) . 

The Negev Our knowledge of the Nabataean epigraphy 
of the Negev is still very patchy. Although large numbers of 
informal inscriptions on the rocks of the desert have been 
reported, 67 only a handful have been published.~ Similarly, 
many of the inscriptions fouod during the excavatio ns of the 
Nabataean sites there apparently remain unpublished,69 and 
those that have appeared are almost all lTaj:,'111Cntary. O n the 

o ther hand, the site of Nessana has produced some of the 
very few Nabat<lean texts in ink (e.g., fig. 26),70 in a script 
comparable, but not identical, to thar used in the signatures 
and witness statements in Nabataean on the Greek and 
Nabataean papyri from the Dead Sea area. From northwest of 
lleer-Sheba has come an incant.1tion text of about 100 BC 

written in ink on a pebble in a pre-Nabataean script (fig. 
38.3), and from Khala.5a/Elusa, an inscribed stela dated to tbe 
mid-second century BC and mentioning "f:lalrJetat king of 
Nabatit," which is probably in another pre-Nabataean Ara
maic script of the Negev (fig. 38.2).71 

Apart from these, almost all the published Nabataean 
inscriptions from the Negev, most of which are fragments, 
come from the ruins of Oboda/Avdat and its environs. 
Among them are parts of two well-carved texts o n fragn>ents 
of marble, one of whkh apparently mentions three of the 
sons of Aretas !V 72 There are also three interesting and enig
matic religious inscriptions on large srone troughs found in 
and around Oboda, the most complere of which refers ro 
"Dushara the god of Ga'ya."73 

Even more extraordinary, however. is a six-line inscrip
tion on a rock at 'En 'Avdat, not far from the city of O boda. 
which was the cult center of the deified Nabat<lean king 
Obodas l." T he text was written ("in his own hand") by a 
certain Gann-'allahi son oft1ym-'allahi and records that he 
set up a statue before Obodas the god. 1-le then includes rwo 
lines of Old Arabic verse7S (written in the Nabamean script). 
in praise of Obodas, whkh may have been part of a liturgy 
used in the worship of the god.76 

All this amounts tO approximately twenty-five published 
Nabataean inscriptions, most of which are fragments. T here 
are far more texts in Greek, though all those that are d1ted 
come from the period after the Annexatio n.n It is difficult to 
explain this apparent dearth of Nabataean inscriptions in a 
region which \VOS of vital economic importance to the 
Nabataeans and which contained a number of cities including 
th e cult center of the deified Obodas. 

Tire Si'uai By contrast, the Sinai Peninsula, another 
region crossed by important trade-routes, has produced more 
Nabataean inscriptions than any other part of the cultural 
area. Almost 4 ,000 have been recorded so far,78 but they arc aD 
graffiti (fig. 16) and not a single monumental Nabataean 
inscription has yet been found there. The handful of dared 
texts all seem to refer to the second and third centuries A.O. 

the earliest apparently being forty-five years after the end of 
the Nabataean state. However, there is no way of telling how 
long before and/ o r after this period they were being written. 

At one end of the chronological scale d1ere is nothing in the 
content of the inscriptions to connect the people who wrote 
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tbcm spccifiall~- ";m me Nabaueans, and at me other, 
altbougl• a number of Nabaucan and Greek graffiti in me 
Sinai are accompanied by crosses,"' none of the Nabataean 
texiS contains any reference to Chri1rianity. 

As might be expected, the g raffiti o f th e Sinai arc in a 
wide range of styles (fig. r6) .A few nrc enclosed in a rough 
wbula atuata,*' others are very carefully, almost eleg:.nt!y. 
carved! ' yet others are so messy that they are barely legible.'" 
Some may well have been the work of travelers or pilgrims. 
bur the huge numbers of inscriptions. the limited range of 
names rhey contain, the fact that rhc same person seems often 
to have written several different tex~~." and rhe peculiarities 
and relative homogeneity of the script (sec below under 
Script), all suggest that the vast majo rity were carved by the 
local population o f desert herdsmen and cultivators of the 
oases. In this they \VOuld be comparable to the Safaicic and 
ll ismaic graffiti of the generally nomad1c neighbors of the 
Naootaeans in other regions ... 

The presence of huge numbers of Nabataean graffiti but 
a total absence of Nabataean monumemal inscriptions makes 
the Sinai o ne of the most curious and intriguing regions of 
the cultural nrea . If, indeed, the vast majo rity of the texts arc 
b)· the indigenous populat.ion and date to n period after the 
end of the N abataean kingdom, we should be particubrly 
carefUl about idcntil};ng their authors as "Nabataeans" and 
drawing conclusions about Nabataean language or culture as 
a whole from features specific tO these teXts, though mis has 
been a common practice among scholars in me past. By the 
begirming of the second century AD. the political and com
mercial activitie~ of the Nabataeans had made their script tht 

prestige Semitic writing system throughout the whole region 
south of the Hauran, with the exception of Palestine, as far as 
the area of Sabaean cultural hegemony in the southern half of 
me Anbian Peninsula. Thus. whatever their ethnic origins. if 
members of the population of me Sinai \Yere going to learn 
m write at this period, me Nabataean alphabet was me most 
obvious, perhaps the only, one to choose. liS 

Eg)'l'' Fewer than one hu nd red Nabatacan graffiti have 
also been found in eastern Ebrypt, mainly on well-established 
trade routes. in the eastern Delta, and between the Red Sea 
and the Nile ... Most have been published from extremely bad 
hand copres and their content is often uncertain,"' so it is not 
clear how closely related mey are to the texts of the Sinai. 

However, me sire ofTell ei-Shuqafiyeh in me southeast
ern Delta has produced two monumental inscriptions of great 
importance. One is a dedication to the godde-ss al-Kutba,88 
dated to "yeM 4 o f Ptolemy the king." that is either 77 RC 

(Ptolemy XIII) o r 48 nc (Ptolemy XIV). The second is the 
dedication o f a sancmary "to Dushara the god who is at 
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Daphne PI" (identified as modern Tell ei-Defennch, in me 
eastern Dclta),89 which is dated to "year 18 of Queen C lcopa
tr~. which is year 26 of Malichus king of the Nabatacans" and 
year 2 of an unidentified person or institution named 'rlif.This 
i1 a reference to the f.1mous Cleopatra and the date is equiva
lent to 34 BC.'l<I These dedications of the fmt century oc sug
gest an established Nabatacan presence and religious infra
srnrcrure in me eastern Delta at an early period, a simation in 
marked contrast to that which we find in the Sinai. 

It will be dear from this brief survey mat the term 
"Nabataean inscriptions" does not refer to a homogeneous 
group of texts, but to a wide range of documents that vary in 
bod1 form and purpose from o ne region of the Nabataean cul
tural area to another.'lb take just one example, we have seen 
how signatures were used in one way in Petra and Hcgra and 
quite another in me Hauran. and yet anomer in the Sinai. Sim
ilarly, while most of the texts in Petr.r and Hegra can probably 
be ascribed m people who were subjects of me Nabatacan 
king, in me Hauran the te>.-u reAect a complex, fi-cquendy 
changing, political situation that docs not inte rlock neatly with 
the equally complex relationships of the different varieties of 
tl1e Aramaic script in usc there. Thus, the inscriptions can not be 
treated as a single, uniform source for "me Nabataeans:· 
Instead, a regional approoch is vital to an understanding bom of 
rhe docwnents themsclv\.'S and of what !hey can (and cannot) 
tell us about me Nabaraeans and their neighbors. 

LANGUAGE 

T he Nabataearu lived in a regio n of many languages and 
scripLI and their commercial acrivitie.l would have brought 
them into contact with others !Torn further afield. In south
ern Jordan, they might possibly have encountered the vestiges 
of Edomite and would almost certainly have found one o r 
more dialeccs of Aramaic. Dy the firsr century AD, at the latest, 
they were certainly in close touch \vim people speaking and 
writing me Ancient North Arabian91 dialect Hismaic (fig. 2 1) 

in the sand desert of southern Jordan and northwest Arabi>, of 
which Wadi Ranun is a part. They were also in contact with 
speakers of Old Arabic,92 and the Nabatacan kings would cer
tainly have had some subjects for whom this \vaS their first 
language, though, as will be seen below, it is at present impos
sible ro know whether this was true of me majority. 

In me Hauran. mey would have come into contact with 
Greek, wim Aramaic, and with Safaitic, anomer Ancient 
North Anbian language, spoken and written by me nomads 
in rhe deserts which stretch away tO the east and the southeast 
(see fig. 22). In northwest Arabia, they would have encoun
tered Old Arabic and several dialects of Ancient North 
Arabian.•J Aranuic was also written there, but it is no t certain 
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34- 36. Nabataean and local Aramaic inscriptrons from the Hauran. 
nscriptions from the reign of Rabbtl II. Note the sharp differences in the 

scrpt among these three almost contemporary texts. 

34- Oed a11011 on an altar from lmtln. dated to ytar 23 of Rabbelll I• 93/94Aol. 
PES 83. [Facsim'le from Canuneau 1930-1932, 2, 22~ 

35. Part of the inscription on a hexagonal a Jar at Dme•r. dated to 405 of the 
~leJC o era and 24 of Rabbtl II I• 94 AD). The script is ~ry do>< to that of 
Fttra. ~e fig. 38.12. (CIS 2, no. 161. Muste du louvre, A. 0. 3025). 

36. Inscription reeording the reconstruction of the temple of Allat at Salkhad 
o year 25 of Rabbtlll (• 95 AO). Compare the ~ry square script, cla><r to the 

Hauran type than to that of Pttra. with the much more Nabataean script of 
~c 33 from the same temple and by membtrs of the same fomoly, 40 years 
ea• er. ~ f:g.38.11. [0S2.nos.184+183 Mo k 1958,227-231,no. 1. 
s. ... e·dah MJscum nos. 374 and 375). 

whether it was spoken. In the Dead Sea Valley, the Nabatacans 
would have heard the Jewish Pale<tini an dialect of Aramaic 
and po»ibly Hebrew. In the Negev. they would have found 
Old Arabic. and probably one or more dialects o f Ancient 
:-.orth Arabi<ln. since for ccnturoes people from the Arabian 

Penin<ula had been settling along the trade route acnxs the 
;>;cg<"· to Gaza. which was the maJOr Mediterranean outlet 
for the frankincense trade. Other groups from the penimub 
'eem to ha,·e serded in large numbers in the Sinai and eastern 
Egypt. '0 Old Arabic was almo<t certainly spoken there too. 
along \\ith Greek. Aramaic.and Egyptian."' E,·en when they 
\\ere <till nomadic. the KabataeJrh ,eem to ha\'e been hea\'tl) 
Ill\ oJwJ Ill the tTankincen"' trade lfolll <Outh :\rabra tO the 

Levant•; and so would olso have come into contact wrth th<" 
south Arabian languages of the Sabaeans and the Minaear.'. 

In this polyglot environment. many Nab•tacan< mu't tun· 
been capable of speaking and writing se\'eral language< md r: 
is not surprismg that we find occasional bilingual teXt<-Th<' 
most common combm•rion is Nabataean-Aranuic anJ G="
which represented the two languages of international pre<c~ 
in this part of the Near East during the Hellenistic and 
Roman periods and. undcmandably, these are all formal 
inscriptions.96 However. a few bilingual Nabaraean Himwc 
and Nabaraean/Saf.1itic graffiti ha, ·e also been found. On 
nuny of the Greek leg:rl documents from the Dead Sea 01.'1<2 

(see abo ... c), some wrrnesses si!,"'l~-d their names and rn..J.: th= 
,,;mess statementS m Greek, some in 'abataean. anJ ~me u: 

Jewish Palestinian Aramarc (e_g .. fig. 25). Finally. at th<' ;n.-~ 
city of Qaryat al-Faw, in central Arabia, on the nonh\\~t ~"< 
of the Empty Quarce r, a bilingual inscription ha, been rouoJ 
in Nabataean and the local language of prestige. Sabatc." 

Aramaic, which originated in Syria, later <pre.td to 
Mesopotamia. the somhern Le\'ant. and northern Arabu In 
nuny of these places it \\'OS used as a \'ehicub.r bn~a;e 
enabling people whose mother tongues were muru.llh m.;.x:r 
prehensible to conmmnicate and so was much u,c:J m >dn=
isrration and commerce. Because of this. in about 500 IIC, tlk 

Achaemcnid king l)ariu< I made Aramaic the admmt-tn:r..., 
language of the \\'C<tern part of his empire and.~< a !'<"U.t_ :: 
came to be spoken and written from Egypt to \lnopoU.T.!l.. 
There were already many ,poken dialects ofi\ranurc m 

ditf..-rem J'Cl!ions and ""'' onC\ no doubt d<"'clorc-d 0\'cl' DJD(' 
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but throughout the Achacmenid empire, the written language 
and script mainuined an extraordinary homogeneity, no doubt 
under the inAuence of the imperial chancellery. 

Howe,·er. with the conquests of Alexander the Great at 
the end of rhe fourth century BC, Greek became the new 
official language, and, without the uni fYing force of rhc 
:\chaemenid chancellery, the local spoken Aramaic dialects 
began to intrude more and more into the written language. 

It is often said that "rh e Nabaraeans" used Aramaic simply 
2< ~ literarv language and spoke a dialect of Old Arabic in 
daily life. but chis idea is based on several f.1lse assumptions. 
For a start, one has to decide whom exactly one means by 
+•the Nabataeans .. in this context. It is unwise tO generalize 
about the population of a kingdom spread over a wide and 
polyglot area. The Nabataean kings would almost certainly 
ha,·e had some subjects who spoke Old Arabic or dialects of 
Ancient North Arabian, particularly in north west Arabia and 
probably in the Negev. Equally, elsewhere in the kingdom 
there were people who wrote, and almost certainly spoke. 
Greek or jewish Palestinian Aramaic, and there seems no rea
son to suppose tha t among all these languages there were not 
also people who spoke the Nabataean dialect of Aramaic. 

In rhe past, it has usually been assumed that most of the 
personal names found in Nabataean inscriptions are linguisti 
cally Arabic ... T he real and supposed Arabic etymologies of 
rhese names have then been used as an argument that the 
"native language" of the Nabaraeans must have been Ara
bic.'"' But, of course. the etymological language of a personal 
name does not mean that its bearer speaks that language. l<11 

For instance, erymologically, the names Sarah and Alexander 
are respectively Hebrew and Macedonian Greek, but it would 
be absurd to assume that these arc the native languages of 
everyone called Sarah and Alexander today. Personal names 
can "trave)n and, within a panicu)ar con1Jntmiry, names very 

37. The Old Arabic inscription in the Nabataean script from ai-Namarah, east 
of the Hauran. Dated to year 223 (of the era of Province of Arabia?= 328 AD). 
See fig. 38.13. {See Sordreuil et al. 1997. Musee du louvre A.O. 4083). 
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often come from several different linguistic traditions. wz This 
is especially true of mixed and cosmopolitan societies heavily 
involved in trade, such as that of the Nabataeans, or of areas 
on trade-routes such as the Sinai. Thus, while it is possible, 
even likely, that some Nabataeans with "Arabic names" spoke 
Old Arabic, we cannot deduce this simply from their names. 
This is well illustrated in the few Nabataean graffiti in the 
Sinai that. contain more than just names and stock phrases. In 
these, the language is clearly Aramaic, despite the f.1ct that the 
authors of these texts and their relations have names that are 
etymologically Arabic. lfll 

When one removes the personal names from the equa
tion, the visible Arabic inAuence on the Nabataean language 
is seen to be extraordinarily small. There are remarkably few 
loan-words which can definitely be said to come from 
Arabic"M and all but cwo of these are found exclusively in 
tcxcs from northwest Arabia. This is exactly where one would 
expect to find extemnl Arabic influence'"; These words appear 
with Aramaic granmlatical endings and there is little evidence 
of Arabic inRuencc on the morpholO!,"Y of words or on syn
tax, "'6 which an: the clearest indications of a writer th inking 
in one language while writing anorher.'o' 

Even in Arabia, we have only one example of a text 
apparemly composed by an Arabic-speaker with only a lim
ited grasp of Aramaic. It is a funerary inscription at Hegra and 
was carved in 267 AD, i.e., 162 years after the end of the 
Nabataean kingdom. It conuins a mixture of Aramaic and 
Arabic words, misplaced endings, Arabic symax, and stock 
Aramaic expressions. "~ A comparison of this with true 
Nabataean texts from Arabia and elsewhere in the cultural 
area shows just how consistent is the Aramaic of the latter.'"" 

On the ocher hand, we need to remember that the texts 
of monumental inscriptions were almost certainly composed 
by professional scribes, while Nabataean "signatures" and 
graffiti consist mainly of names and stock expressions. So rhe 
available evidence is unlikely to tell us what language a per
son who wrote or commissio ned a Nabataean inscription 
spoke in any part of the cultural area, at any period. 
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Nabataean-Aramaic continued to be used as a 1vritten lan
guage long after the kingdom was r~placed by the Roman 
Province of Arabia, in 106 AD : it simply became dissociated 
from a political entiry. Certainly in the Hauran, but possibly 
also in the Nabataean heartland of southern jordan and the 

Negev, Greek may already have been well established by the 
time it became the official language of administration in the 
new Province of Arabia. 

However, as time passes, we begin to glimpse another 
language being used in the same area. The first tiny fragments 
of hard evidence for the use of Old Arabic in the former 
Nabataean cultural area begin to appear. In the Negev, there 
is the inscription from 'En 'Avdat with its two lines of Arabic 
verse \Vricten in che Nabacaean script, 110 while at al-Nan1arah, 
cast of the Hauran, an epitaph, composed in Old Arabic writ
ten in the Nabataean script (fig. 37);111 was set up tO com
memorate a certain lmru'-1-qays, who called himself" king of 
aU the Ar• bs." In the late fourth century, the Palestin ian monk 
Epiphanius (d. 403 AD) recorded that the people of Perra used 
Arabic in the liturgical worship of Dushara; 112 and, by the early 
sixth century, the Creek papyri recently found in a ch urch in 

Perra show that many of the fields and orchards in the viciniry 
of the ciry and even some buildings in Petra itself had Arabic 
names. m Frustratingly, however, we know so little about the 
demography of the region at this period, that it is impossible 
to say whether tllis was a recent or a long-stmding situation. 

Ironically, it is in Arabia that th e Nabataean-Arnmaic lan
guage seems to have been preserved for longest. For, while 
Greek became the official language in the heartland of the 
former kingdom, it seems not to have penetrated tO any great 
extent into its southernmost extension. Here, the Ancient 
North Arabian languages used by the settled populations 
(Taymanitic and Dadanitic) ceased ro be written and seem to 
have disappeared well before the early second century AD, no 
doubt leaving O ld Arabic as the predominant spoken lan
guage and Nabataean-Arnrnaic as the only local written lan
l:,'llage of prestige'" 

Thus, sixty year.; after the Annexa6on, in the late 16os 
AD, a small temple in the Classical sryle was erected at a 
remote spot in northwest Arabia, called RawwJGh.The tem
ple was for the worsllip of the local god '1/r, venerdted by the 
Arab tribe ofThami'1d,11s some of whom may have been 
formed inro an auxiliary unit of the Roman anny.'16 A classi
cal temple to the local god was a symbol of the inclusion of 
tbe tribe in the Roman cultural and political sphere. Around 
the outside of the build ing was carved a long dedication 
(nominally by the members of this unit} to the Roman 
emperors Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, in Greek for the 
Roman side and in Nabataean as the local written language 

(fig. 38.7} 1 17 It is nor known whether the tribesmen of 
Thami'1d, in whose name and for whose benefit tl1e inscrip
tions were set up, were able to read either language. 

A century later, at Hegra, the funernry inscription 
described above was composed in a mixntre of Nabataean
Aramaic and Old Arabic. Down the right side of the tex't, a 

brief sununary was inscribed in the Thamudic 0 script."' and 
so this one inscription brings together three languages and 
two scripts. Yet almost a cenntry later than this, in 356 AD. 

again in Hegra, :.m inscription was carved in perfect 
Nabatacan-Aramaic to commcrnornte the wife of the ruler 
(ry.l") of the ciry (fig. 38.8)119This is the latest dated inscrip
tion in the Nabataean-Aramaic language to have been discO\·
ered so far, and is more than two centuries later than anything 
further north, where the Nabataean script seems already ro 
have been appropriated to express the Old Arabic language. 

SCRIP T 

The surviving inscriptions, papyri, and ostraca in the 
Nabataean script must represent only a tiny and random 
selection of what once was written. Moreover, the circum
seances in wllich each text was produced may well have influ
enced how it was written in ways that we can rarely even 
guess at. It is therefore risky to draw detailed palaeographical 
conclusions from the differences between one text and 
another, particularly when they are o n different surfaces 
(stone, papyrus, plaster, potsherd, etc.}. Here, I shall simply 
suggest some of the processes by wh ich the different ways of 
writing Nabaracan, as represented in the surviving docu
ments, could have developed. l20 

Even as nomads, the Nabataeans were clearly entrepre
neurs, and would probably have needed written documents 
in their business activities. Given that shortly after the Mace
danian conquest they were already famous for the wealth 
they had accumulated from this trade,'" their involvement 
nn1st certainly have begun under the Achaemenid empire 
when Aramaic would have been the natural, indeed the o nly 
realistic, choice. The focrn of the script they adopted w·dS 
presumably that used in southern jordan. The earliest refer
ence tO wri ting in connection with the Nabataeans occun a1 

the end of the fou rth century, when they were in that are> 

and still nomadic. The Greek historian Hieronymus of Cardia. 
who took part in the events, says that after Antigonus the 
One- eyed, one of Alexander's successors, had sent an army 
ro attack them, the Nabataeans wrote him "a letter in Syrian 
character.;;'122 a phrase which can only refer to tbe 
Aramaic script. 

The form of the Aramaic alphabet used by tbe Nabat:~am 
is distinctive but scentS to belong to a continuum ofloa.l 

s1 I 
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developments which stretch from the Hauran, through T r.ln
~ and tbe N egev (figs. 38.2, 38.3) to tbe Sinai, Egypt, 
and northwest Arabia. In all these regions individual versions 
of tbe Aramaic letter-form~ probably grew up in the centuries 
foDo\ving the end of tbe Achaemcnid empire, though alas 
very few documents have survived. 

ln tbe Aramaic scripts used under the Achaemenid 
empire (fig. J8. r) each letter was written separately. This was 
nuc both of texts carved in stone and o f those written in 
ink. '"'Yet,cvcn in the earliest Nabataean inscriptions at Petra 
(e.g. , figs. 18, 38.4), some of the letters are joined by liga
tures.'~' There are relatively few of these in the earliest texts 
hut as time goes o n they steadily increase and they occur 
equally in inscribed formal texts and in the carved signatures 
of individuals."• 

Ligatures normally develop when one is writing in ink, 
to save d1e writer having to lift the pen between each let
ter. '"" They have no practical use on stone, require more work 
&om the mason, and reduce the clarity of the text for the 
reader. Thus their presence in the earliest Nabataean inscrip
tions at Perra, and their increasing usc in later texts, suggest 
d•at this form of the Aramaic script originally developed for 
writing in ink and that it continued to be employed in this 
way parallel with its usc in inscriptions. 

We are fortunate in having some Nabatacan texts on 
papyrus, and these, like the monumemal inscriptions, arc o ffi
cial documen ts written by professional scribes (e.g., figs. 24, 
J8.ts).The script in these, and in the dipinti from Ramm 
(e.g., figs. 23, 38.14), is recognizably the same as that of the 
monumental inscriptions of Petra and Hegra, but more com
pressed. This compression allows more text to be fitted in to 
each line and is easy to achieve when writing in ink, but it 
often results in the distortion oflettcr shapes and so is 
another factor in the development of the script. it is, however, 
much more difficult to compress the text when carving on 
ston~ven the relatively soft sandstone of Petra or 1-Jegra
and it is anyway usually unnecessary and undesirable in a 
public inscription'" 

Thus, the Aramaic script of Petra, which was then carried 
to other regio ns of the Nabataean cultural area, must have 
been used primarily for writing in ink and it was in this 
medium that it developed and changed. When transferred to 
stone, at least for mo nu mental inscriptions, a somewhat more 
"calligraphic" version was used, in which greater care was 
taken in shaping and spacing the letters, with the occasional 
inclusion of archaisms for aesthetic purposes or for empha-
5i$. ""'There were not, therefore, two separate Nabaraean 
script~--a lapidary and a cursive-but a single script, whose 
~lopment, through wri ting in ink, can be traced only 
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38. Scipt :oo e s- c,:·g some varieties of the Nabataean and Hauran Ara
maic scripts. Note this table is not intended to suggest a linear develop
ment of the script 

An · above a letter in the table indicates that this form is found at the 
end of a word in this text. In some case~ this is a special "final form· of the 
letter. in others it is identical to the forms in other positions. and in yet 
other case~ there are too few examples in the text to be sure. Those forms 
not mark.td with an • occur in initial or medial positions. 

The vertical positions of the letters relative those of the other letters in 
the same line refte<:t their arrangement within the te.xt. 

Where space permits, all the significantly different forms of each letter 
in each text are shown. to illustrate the lack of consistency in letter shapes 
even within monument inscriptions. 

Key to the script table: 

1. Imperial Aramaic: The Tayma Stelaf 5th/4th centuryec (OS ii. 113. 
Muste du louvre A.D. 1505). 

2. A pre-Nabataean local script of the Negev used on stone in an inscrip
tion from Elusa in the Negev. 3rd/2nd century ec (?)(Cowley 1914-19t5l. 

3. A pre-Nabatacan local script of the Negev c. 100 sc (?). used for a text 
written in ink on a pebble (Naveh 1979). 

4. The earliest inscription so far found in Petra c. 96/95 ec See fig. 18. 
Note that the form of k marked with a ·r is often read as a b. though k 
seems the more likely reading. 

5. The Turkmaniyah inscription in Petra. c. mid-first century AD. See fig. 17. 

6. The earrest dated inscription from the fa,ade of a tomb at ljegra. Ara
bia, 1 SC/Ao. See fig. 27. 

7. The Nabataean part of the bilingual inscription at Rawwafah. Arabia 
(between 167 and 169 AD). (See Milik 1971). Note the cross-stroke on the 
stem of the r to distinguish it from d (see Macdonald 1995. 96. n. 15). 

8. The latest text in the Nabataean script. An epitaph from l;legra dated to 
357 AD. (Stiehl1970). Note the diacritical dot over the d to distinguish it 
from 1, even though the two letters by now have distinct form~ 

9. The second inscription from Tell ei-Shuqafiyeh. Egypt. 34 sc (Jones et al. 
1988. Fiema and Jones 19901. Note that the unusual forms of medial fl n 
and medial p marke<J with ·r occur in a place name which has been tenta· 
tively read as Dpn' "Daphne." 

10. The local Aramaic script of the Hauran in an inscription from Si' dated 
to year 308 of the Seleucid era • 5 8C (Littmann 1904. 90ff, no. 2]. 

11. The local Aramaic script of the Hauran in an inscription from Salkhad 
dated to year 25 of Rabbel II I· 95 AD). See fig. 36. There is one example of 
kin final position in this text but its form is not sufficiently clear on the 
photographs available to me for it to be include<J in the table. 

12. The inscription on a hexagonal altar at Dmeir. southern Syria. dated to 
405 of the Seleucid era and 24 of Rabbel II I• 94 AO ]. See fig. 35. The script 
is very close to that of Petra. 

13. The epitaph in Old Arabic written in the Nabata.an script at 
ai-Namarah. east of the Hauran and date<J to 328 AD. See fig. 37. 

14. A te.xt painted on plaster at Ramm. See fig. 23. 

15. Nabataean script used by a professional scribe, 97/98 NJ. 1'. Yadin 3 
recto IYadin et al. 2002, Pl. 24). 

16. Nabataean script used by a literate layman. 130Ao. 1'. Yodin. 22. see 
fig. 25. Note that thesis marked with a ·r because the only (possible) 
example in the text is damaged. 
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imperfectly duough the occasional"snap-shots" of w rious 

scagcs of its evolution provided by the inscriptions. 

The form of the script used by literate people who were 

not scribes w.IS much less conservative, and developed lettcr

fonns and lig;~tures which reflect a preference for ease and 

speed of wricing over clariry. m The shapes of many letters 
became drastically difrerenr from those used by the scribes 

aiJd masons, and a number of leners became indistinguishable 

from each other. Examples of this sort of handwriting can be 

set"' on figs. 25-26, 3S.1 6. 
The on ly examples from Petra arc written in ink on a 

handful of fragmentary sherds and, in one case, on the outside 

of a pot that \\'lls probably complete at the time.'"'The script 
is remarkably similar to that on t.he pebbles and O>traca found 

at Nessana (e.g., fig. 26) and is not far removed from that of 

the signatUR'S and wimess statements in the abal I. lever 

papyri (e.g., fig;. zs. 38.6). 
When people who were not scribes carved their names 

on rock, either at. or on the \V:IY to, a sanctuary (e.g, fig. 20) 

or simply as a gmffito (e.g., fig. 16), they used approximacions 

to the "calligraphi c' ' form of the script, j ust as graffiti in the 

West ar<: almost always written in capitals rather than lowcr-(;aSC 

letters. This \ V:IS probably the result not only of a desire for 

clariry, in view of the permanence and public position of the 
text, but al<o of the extr:l time and effort involved in carving 

on rock, as opposed to writing in ink where speed and case 

are more often determining facrors. It also means that those 
who were hterate but not necessarily professional wrttcrs 

must have carrie.'<! in their minds the ideal forms of each letter 

(not simply the shapes they assumed on papyrus). e""n if their 

attempts to reproduce these were not al,wys successful. 

A' the NabataeJn kingdom expanded , the "Pctr:l script" 

spread to other parts of the region where it encountered 

other, indigenous, forms of the Aramaic script. As mentioned 

above, the mid-second century uc inscription at 

Elusa/KJ1alasa in the Negev (fig. 38.2) is in a local vari ety of 

the Ammaic alphabet."' But, all the later Aramaic formal 
inscriptions so far found in the Negev are ''Nabataean," i.e., 

they arc in a script very close to that of the inscriptions of 

Perra. However, the corpus of texts fiom the N'1lL>v is so uny 

that no conclusions can be drawn fiom this. 

As noted above, only part of the H auran was ruled by the 
Nabataeans for any length of time and many of the Aramaic 

inscription; of the region are in local forms of the Ammaic 

script rather than in Nabataean. m In these local forms, in 

contrast to the Petra script, there is a marked tendency to 

keep the letters sepamre, and ligatures are relatively rare. Virtu
ally all the letters arc o f the same height, with only the lamedll 
ri.,ing~llghtly above the o thers to distinguish it from th e IIUII, 
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and none descending bdow the rest. Special final form, .:::" 

letters, which in the Petr.a script and that of the papyri u,c..::~ 

contirue below the line, arc therefore rare (e.g., figs.2~. ;y. 
3 r, 31, 36, 38.ro, 38.t t). Scver.alleners have shapes whteh. 

though recognizably similar to their Nabataean coumerparn 
are distinct fiom them, e.g., the squat, square or tria ngular 

'aleph (figs. JR. ro, 38. r r) , a mrm usually closed on the lefi: side 

in all positions (fig;. 38. tO, 3&. 1 t), and in some texts the ht 
with an open base even in final positio n (fig. 38. ro), etc. 

The type o f script used in any panicular text was almost 

certainly the result, not of political considerations, but of the 

background of the particu lar scribe. Those brought up in d1e 

Hauran would have used the local script, rcg;~rdless of 

whether they found chemscl,-es subjects of the Nabataean 

kiog,U-' the Herodian rulers.'" the Romans, or others.m S~ 

ilarly. a scribe who came from Petra to the H auran, and any 

pupils he may have trained there, would have used the Perra 

form of the script, or approximations to it. 

A study of the inscriptions on pages 46 and 48 will illus

trdte this (sec also J8.to- rz).The inscription on figure 31 co mes 

from an area o utside Nabacaean control. It is in the Hauran 

script and is dated by a regnal year of l'hilip the Terrnrch. 

Contrast its script with those of 30 and 33, from within the 
Nabataean kingdom. These arc dated respectively by regnal 

years of the Nabataean kings Malichus I (47 sc) and, a cen

tury later, Malichus II (57 AD), and the script of both is much 

closer to that of Petr.a inscriptions at these respective dates. 

On the other hand, fig5. 34-36 show three almost con

temporary inscriptions, dated respectively to rears 23, 24, and 

25 ofRabbelll (93-95 AD). Text 34. whose script is very simi

lar to that of Petra, comes from I nrt:m which \V:IS almost cer

tainly within the Nabataean kingdom. Here, although the let

ter shapes arc similar to those of Perm (including the use of 

special final forms), the more or less uniform height of the 

letters suggests local influence. Contrast this with 36 (sec also 

fig. 38.rr ), which also comes from within the Nabataean 

kingdom and is dated by a regnal year of a Nabacaean king, 
but whose script is clearly the local llauran Aramaic. Finally, 

35 (see also fig. 38.rz), whose script is indistinguishable fiom 

that of Petra and shows no local Hauran features. comes fiom 

Dmeir, some 40 km northeast of Damascus and apparendy 
weU outside the abataean kingdom. It is dated by both the 

Seleucid era and a regnal year of lhbbel II. 

Hut perhaps the most tcUing comparison is between fig. 33 

and 36 (see also fig. JS.tr). Both t~xts are from th e temple of 

Allar at Salkhad, which \V:IS w ithin the Nabataean kingdo m, 

and they were almost certa inly commissioned by members of 

the same f3mi.ly.Thc inscription shown on fig. 33 is dated to 

year 17 of Malichus II (57 AD) and is written in a close 
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approximation co the Petra script. T hat on fig. 36 is dated 
forty yean Iacer, to year 25 ofRabbelll (95 AD) and is in the 
local Hauran script. Thus, even in that part of the Hauran that 
was under Nabacaean control, both scripts were used by 
monument masons in the same town, for text$ on the same 
temple, commissioned by rnemben of the same f:omily. More
over, far from the Nabataean replacing che local form, it is the 
earlier rexr that is in Nabataean, and the later one- carved in 
the reign of Rabbel II and only a few kilometers fi·01n his 
capital at Dosra- that is in the Hauran script. 

Thus, in the liauran, the Petra script seems not tO have 

"dominated" the local forms'"' but to have co-existed with 
them. Indeed, there are texts which seem to show elements of 
both, such as that on fig. 32 (47 AD), where the letter-forms 

are close to those of Petl'<l, bur most of the lett en are written 
separately, as in the Hauran scri pts rather than joined as in the 
Petra-script of this period."' 

lt will be clear from this that in the Haunn, as elsewhe,..,. 
it is important nor to regard script as a vehicle of political 
expression <1nd that such tenus as ''nationa] scripts" 1~ can 
therefore be misleading. We have already seen that the use of 
Jewish Palestinian Aramaic or Nabatacan in the Jewish conl
muniries of the Dead Sea v;,Uey was no t dependent on the 
ethnic or religious community to which the user belonged. 
but more on the regio n from which rhey came (though the 
two might, of course, coincide). Equally. in the Hauran . the 
use of these o nly subtly different forms of the Aramaic alpha
bet must surely have been a matter of background and train-

39. A fragment of a Gr(e<-Nabaraea• 
bilingual inscription foJno at krasn 
(Getasa of the Oecapolis). on t~ 
slopes below the the pr~nt muS(
um. Both tex:s are too bad v Oa~""'· 
aged to allow a coherent •n;erp<e:;a
tion. but two king~ Aretas (.II? a"Cl 
Rabbel (II'), are mentioned r t~ 
Nabataean section. If th·s ·s corrttt. 
it would place the inscrpt'or n t~ 
late first century AD. Department of 
Mtiquities, Amman. Jorda'"l. 
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ing, not of politics and ethnicity. Only very rarely was a script 

used tO make a pol itical point as, for example, when the Jew

ish leader Bar Kokhba replaced Aramaic with the revived 

ancient H ebrew script in his official documents. 

As one might expect, the graffiti of the Sinai are in a mul
tirude of d ifferent handwritings, and yet, taken as a w hole, there 

is a surprising homogeneity about the script (see fig. 16). Of 

course, there are some bizarre and exceptional letter- forms and 

there arc plenty of examples of individuals playing with the 
inscriptions they wrote, adding decorative flourishes or draw

ing a line along the bottom of the text joining all (or most oQ 

the letters.'"Yet, despite these oddities, in the vast majority of 

texts the forms of the individual letters and their relationships 
to each other are remarkably constant, given that some inscrip

tions were the work of travelers or pilgrims but most were 

probably written by the local nomads and cultivators. 

It is instructive 10 compare the graffiti of the Sinai with 

the Sa£1itic graffiti in the desert east of the Hauran. The script 
of the latter is also remarkably h omogeneous, despite the long 

period (approximately 400 years) over which they appear to 

have been written and the huge numbers of texts involved. 
Th ey represent the different "handwritings" of innumerable 

individuals, but there seems to be relatively little development 

in the script. One possible reason for this is that it was used 

only for carving graffiti on rocks and not generally for writing 
in ink, where the very speed and flexibility of the medium 

produces change. With a script w hich is well adapted for usc 

on stone and which is used for nothing else, there is no par

ticular stimulus to alter the shapes of the letters o r their rela
tionship to each other. Thus, instead of a development of letter

forms in the Saf.1itic and H ismaic scripts and the Nabacacan of 

the graffiti in the Sinai, we find the occasional playful addi

tions, as described above. While interesting in themselves and 
not without significance, these should not be confused with 

palaeographical developments. 

In the various oases of northwest Arabia, forms of the 

Aramaic script were in use from at least the fifth century sc, 
and there are inscriptions at'L1yma (fig. 38. o), Dedan,and 

l;fegra in approximations to Imperial Aramaic, and at'I:1yma' 

in local developments of the script (cf., for example, the 

votive inscription from Tayma, Louvre A.O. 26599).'"' How-

I ss 

ever, w ith the Nabatacan developm ent of l;!egra, the north

west Arabian Aramaic scripts seem to have been swampt-d by lhc 
Nabataean form. Eventually, the native Ancient North Arabian 
Dadanitic script disappeared (th e Taymanitic had apparently 
long since died our) , and Nabataean was left as the o nly 

" local" written language, hence its usc at l~awwafah (fig. 38.7). 
Tllis dominance of the Nabaraean script in Arabia con

tinued until at least the nlid-fourth century AD (fig. 38.8). "' 
But by tllis time, further north, it was already being lL~ed to 

write the Arabic lan!,'llagc. The epitaph at al-Namarah for 

lmru'-1-qays " king of all the Arabs"' (fi!,>s. 37, 38.13), is dated to 

328 AD and although by no means the earliest example of 
Old Arabic written in a borrowed script, it is the first which 

seems tO make a political statemeou associating the use of the 

Arabic language with a sense of being "Arab."'" 

Unfortunately, there arc no inscriptions in the Nabatat-an 

script dated later than the mid-fourth century AD, while the 
first inscriptions in what is recogtlizably the Arabic script do 

not appear unti l the early sixth century."' So, while it is gen

erally accepted that the Arabic script developed o ut of the 

Nabataean, we cannot follow the processes of this develop
ment in any detail. The f.1ct that t.he Namarah epitaph and all 
the pre-Islamic inscriptions in the Arabic script have been 

found in Syria suggests that the development may have taken 
place there, rat.her .than in Arabia, where the association of the 

Aramaic language with the N abataean script seems to have 

lasted much longer. " 4 Bu t this could equally well be an acci

dent of discovery. 

Although w hat has survived of the Nabataeans' own writ
ings is relatively meager, their legacy has been incalculable. In 

their heyday their alphabet was used more widely than any 

other of the late Aramaic scripts and it conti nued to be so 

long after the demise of their kingdom, eventually to be 
rivaled only by Syriac in the extent of its use. Centuries alter 

the other achievements of the Nabataeans had been forgotten, 

a late form of th eir script \vaS given new life when it was used 

as the vehicle for recording the Revelation of Islam and was 
spread with the Muslim conquests from the Atlantic to the Far 

East, becoming the script for a large number of different lan

guages and developing new and often very beautiful forms. 
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